CASE STUDY

HORSESHOE BAY TERMINAL
FORGING THE FERRIES, FAST
WHO
Context Research hired Ethelo for an online
public consultation for its client, BC Ferries,
in May 2018.

WHAT
BC Ferries required public input on the
architectural considerations for a proposed
new ferry terminal in Horseshoe Bay, West
Vancouver. The development costs for this
project were estimated to be $250 million.
BCF, the architect firm Kasian, and Context
Research collaborated with Ethelo over a two
month period to capture and make sense of
input from more than 1,200 participants.

NEED
BC Ferries wanted to provide their consulting
architect with the public’s qualitative and
quantitative feedback on the design drivers
and visual drivers for the proposed project.
Context Research wanted to use digital tools
that would provide quick, but comprehensive,
results that could be segmented
demographically.

OUTCOME
BC Ferries and the consulting architects
received clear direction for design drivers and
visual design preferences. In addition, they
were able to gather clear requirements from
more than 1,300 comments on how the
terminal should function.

Large-scale public
consultations can
often take months to
execute and analyze,
especially with
multiple stakeholders.
This architectural
design consultation
project required just
three weeks of public
input to provide clear
direction to BC Ferries
and their consulting
architect. The design
stage of the
consultation was
completed in one
month, almost entirely
online between
stakeholders Ethelo,
Context, Kasian, and
BC Ferries.

BACKGROUND AND APPROACH

VISUALIZATION
IS THE KEY

Context Research has provided community engagement
services since 1990, and recently became part of the Argyle
Group of companies. Ethelo and Context Research
collaborated in the previous year with the successful It’s
Time BC transit funding public engagement. BC Ferries is
one of the largest public Ferry operators in the world and
has been operating since 1960.
BC Ferries needed to provide their consulting architect with
clear direction on the design, form and function of a new
building based on public needs and perceptions. They
retained Context Research to set up the digital consultation
project needed for large-scale public engagement.
Presenting visual information with clarity and focus on
decision making was essential to the success of the project.

PROCESS

‘COLLABORATION IN
PREPARATION AND EXECUTION’
Ethelo and Context collaborated closely to design
a user interface that would enable BCF and Kasian
to present their design ideas in the most appealing and thought inspiring manner possible.
The roles were clearly designed from the start. BCF
would guide the branding and usability discussions, and Kasian would provide the design images
for consultation and test the platform prior to
launch. Context Research led the project and provided usability and content guidelines in close
consultation with Ethelo.
The deadlines were tight. The project started early
April 2018, and initial mockups were shown to the
wider team within a week. After testing for a week
with multiple stakeholders, the platform was
launched on May 10, with Context Research and
BCF generating the necessary publicity to spread
the word.
The platform was conﬁgured to capture demographic data, participants’ design priorities, and
visual proﬁle choices. Beyond those speciﬁc questions, the consultation provided an opportunity for
the public to express thoughts and ideas about the
future priorities of the terminal.

PROCESS

Ethelo monitored comments and demographic
participation on a daily basis to ensure that the
participant pool contained a representative sample
of Horseshoe Bay residents. . Context Research
generated pinpoint campaigns to balance participation levels between communities.
Within three weeks, the consultation was closed
and Ethelo provided detailed analytical data of the
public’s preferences and ideas generated.

An example of participation stats provided
every day

RESULTS AND FEEDBACK

THIS IS WHAT WE WANT
THE TERMINAL TO BE!
he public had spoken. In fact, there were more than 2,000 visitors, resulting in an
average participation rate of 75 percent. Some 1,300 comments were categorized,
analyzed, and shown with the voting preference data. In the spirit of true transparency,
the public were able to see the visual proﬁle and design driver preference results,
updated on an hourly basis.

The Ethelo platform proﬁled 10 visual proﬁle categories, and 10 images to illustrate each
category. The results clearly showed the most popular categories, and analysis of the
comments illustrated clusters of opinions that would provide strong direction to the
architectural design team.
The platform showed the public’s clear direction on prioritization of the seven design
drivers. The top priority was easy access, followed by integration with the Horseshoe Bay
Village and maintaining a consistent sense of place.
Furthermore, Ethelo provided Context
Research with detailed analysis
presented as Excel dashboards and a
complete set of raw data.
Within two months, the online public
consultation for Horseshoe Bay Ferry
Terminal was designed, executed and
analyzed. Although the timelines were
short, participations levels were
signiﬁcant and inﬂuential.

The backend data collection and organization saved us a lot
of time, and allowed us to pull the data that we needed right
away for use in our reports. Having all of those consensus
building scores available meant that we could spend less time
manually tabulating results, and more on providing analysis
and other value-adds for our client.
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